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Rollins Intramural Athletes
Invade Stetson Saturday
Campus Sing is
Postponed Until
Friday, May 24

You may be able to watch Jack McDowaH's football teams from a comfui Uiblt o c i in
the new stadium pictured above, if plans to raise the needed $115,000 work out. Spon-

itdo High School Athletic Astiociatioii, Llie iien iieiii v
a in Central Florida. The bond sale is progressing :

ODDS and ENDS Jones Elected New New "Big Five'' Basketball Chi O's Quell
This is a week to try men's souls. Flamingo Manager; League Formed Last Week
Horde in Girl's
Hitler's legions pound through the
low countries, England changes Plan Humor Mag. Rollins, Stetson, Southern,
Steel Postpones Play
cabinets, Italy threatens "w
Miami, Tampa Are Charter

and all the Sandspur news stories
have yet to come in. Now we know
how Damocles felt!

Members of Organization
New Publications Union Heads
At First Meeting; Costello Florida intercollegiate athletics
and Fleeger both Retained took another big step forward Sat"li takes a heap of livin' to make
urday afternoon at the Fort Gatlin

a house a home," sighs Eddie Guest,
our prolific versifier of homey
American sentiments. Mr. Guest
should visit the second floor of
( iKise Hotel, where a bunch of
transplanted Cafe Society
bers have done their little best to
bring some touch of The Past into
a sordid atmosphere. In one quick
trip down the hall we noticed
chalked inscriptions on the doors,
"The Plaza" is there, just on the
south corner, fronting the campus.
Threatening this gay spot's economic life are "The Famous Door,"
the "21 Club," and even the notorious "Stork Club." We went over
on the right side, facing the lake
for a bit of slumming, stopping in
at "Hell's Hole/' and "Eddie the
Egg's." One poor soul somewhere
in the middle has a neat card telling
passers-by, "Do Not Disturb." He
adds in small type underneath; "No
one lives here — I merely exist."
That, suh, is treason to the Rollins
Spirit!

Hotel in Orlando, when athletic
In a joint meeting of the old and directors from Stetson, Florida
new members of the Rollins Publi- Southern, Miami University, Tarn
cations Union, held last Thursday pa University and Rollins met to
evening in Pinehurst, Clyde Jones draw up plans for a new "Big Five"
was elected to the post of Business league between tho institutions repManager of the "Flamingo," suc- resented.
ceeding Al Swan, 1939-40 manager.
The plan was conceived by Dr,
One of the last acts of the old Thurston Adams, of Rollins, who
Union members was the appoint- has experienced such difficulty in
ment of Jack Buckwalter, former working out basketball schedules
Sandspur editor, to investigate the this past year that he realized some
advisability of publishing a Rollins form of organization was vitally
needed.
humor magazine next year.
Initially designed to aid basketRita Costello, 1939-40 circulation manager of the "Sandspur" ball scheduling between the Big
was re-elected to that post for the Five, the new plan may be extendcoming year, and the extension of ed into other fields of sport if it
the term of John Fleeger, exchange proves successful.
The advantages of such a league
manager of that publication, was
are numerous. Besides creating a
confirmed.
Budgets for the "Sandspur" and friendly contact between the coachTomokan" for 1940-41 were sub-; es, it will also now be possible to
mitted by Business Managers Gian- attract northern teams such as
tonio and Sedlmayr; the budgets Yale, etc., through planning block
for all publications will be formally bookings. Thus the expense of
passed as this week's meeting, if bringing down northern schools will
be shared among the members of
approved.
'Tomokan" Editor Wendell Da- the new League.
It is planned to award a cup to
; expressed the belief that this
year's "Tomokan" would appear on the league winners each year; pertime, despite previous delays on manent possession of the trophy
will be granted only upon three
photographs.
successive yearly wins. The University of Florida is not included
because it is a member of the
Southeastern conference. The new
league will abide by S. I. A. A. rulle Social Service Committee is ings.
sponsoring a movie, "The Doctor
Takes A Wife" at the Colony
Theta-Gamma Zeta of Lambda
Theatre on May Zlst - 22nd, for the Chi Alpha announces with pleasure
benefit of the Orange County Den- the initiation of Frank Grundler,
tal Clinic.
on Monday, May 6, 1940.

Despite the war and everything
we felt pretty good until we rai
into George Cartwright this morn
We hailed him cheerily, com
menting on the fine cool weathe]
enjoyed so far. (Yes, a bril
liant conversationalist.) But George
wasn't having any. He \
ed, slightly disgusted with fine
cool weather. Puzzled, we
inquiry, whereupon Mr. Cartwright
revealed that: 1. Rollins College
had used about 78,000 gallons of
fuel oil during the past winter. 2.
as sick of cold weather. 3.
Eollins College usually burns only
45,000 gallons per winter. 4. He,
George Cartwright, was sick of
lid weather. 5. The extra oil
burned this past year because of
the chill spells was going to cost
the college an extra $4,000. 6. He
was DAMNED sick of cold weather. (Further Letters From Co-ed Lola
We began to see his point. We'll
LaRue to Miss Rubye Delle)
bet Mr. Brown is sick of cold weaBy Jess Gregg
ther, too!
sar Rubye,
My dere it is so hot becaus the
Never a Dull Moment Dep't.: wether is intemperut, becaus sumgalluping here on wings of
Chip Chisholm, Dick Yard and John
Willis, plus dates, were sitting in song which is devine, but still we
Fox Hall the other day, talking Rollins students will never get used
quietly about whatever people do to intemperunce.
Darling, Rollins is a strange
talk about in Fox Hall, when suddenly someone spied a stick slither- place, and sometimes I think some
ilong the floor. One of the of the students must be mental
becaus the other day
more acute members remarked
Witherall sed Lola come over
'pointedly that it was rather unusual to have a stick move like here I want you to meet a relation
that. It might be, quoth he, a of yours who is staying with Milsnake. Investigation showed this tun Chansie. Immediately I thot of
hypothesis to be correct. It was a you Rubye, but I new your screwsnake. What's more, it was a coral puls about staying with unmarried
snake, just about the deadliest crit- men, and besides room mates aren't
reely relashuns, so then I thot sure
per inch in America. Yard
it must be my cuzin Vyvyanne Ladonned a pair of heavy gloves, a
Marr. But can you imagine! it was
pith helmet and an anti-knee
jest a dumbell.
knocker and approached the serWell my dere the freshman show
pent. He finally rounded it up and
took it off to some experts for is over and Frannie Peroty sed Few
identification. Moral: Never sit of the audiunse laffed and most of
the audiunse left, and Jane Russel
near a fireplace in Florida.
sed it reminded her of Seizor crossBob Ward got an idea of what ing the Rubyott and saying The
Cast Is Died! which is the first
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)

Social Service
Benefit Movie

Lola Displays Individualism by Adoring
Freshman Show; Saddened hy Loss of Pixies
thing Jane and I have ever reely
agreed on, becaus I adored the show
too. I mean my dear it was jest
devine to be interdoosed again to
all the jokes I'd been hearing sinse
childhood, when I dansed in vodvill
known as Babye Maybelle.
I mean in spite of Frank Bows,
it was wonderfull, becaus Merrlee
Twist is wonderful, and she sang
accompanied by Stella, Jean Domnik, Con Carry and the Dinkie.
And Elsa Genson was devine and
sang Ah sweet mistery of life at
last Ive found you in a red dress
and silver jools.
Everyone asked me why I did
not perform, and hear is the trajic
trajidy. I went up before the tryout comity formed by Jimmy Deen
and Eddie Wait and some others,
and did my danse with the detachable orkids I used to do a t Billy
Roses. Well my deer when I got
thru there was great applaws, but
in spite of this Eddie sed he wasnt
quite sure if the danse was jest
rite for this show, so wood I do it
again? Well I did it again, and
threw all three of the lovely velvet
orkids at Eddie. But when I got
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)

The production of "Two
Noble Kinsmen," by Prof.
Steel's Shakespeare Class
has been postponed from
this week Friday, May 17,
until Friday, May 24. The
play will be presented in
the Strong Hall patio on
that date by a distin
guished cast
featuring
such veterans as John C.
Liberman, well-loved hero
and officer-of-the-law, of
Rollins Drama; Jack Buckwaiter, father of the
Freshman Player movement; Robin (Numberless)
Rae, the voice of doom;
and numerous other dignitaries of the theatre. A
newcomer to Shakespearean drama will appear
with these veterans of
many years in the role of
Palamon, one of the two
noble kinsmen.

Local Minute Men
Evacuate Campus
As Alarm Sounds
Doughty Amateurs Arrive
Too Late to Quell Blaze
By Bob Matthews
It was midnight in Rollins hall
and by a strange coincidence it was
the same time in Hooker, Gale and
Lyman. Most of the boys were
in early, for everyone was saving
up for an eventful week-end.
The houses were peaceful and
quiet, (with the exception of Jim
Lease) when a terrific blast came
from the siren at the Winter Park
firehouse. One-thousandth of a
second later all the aforesaid dormitories were emptied as hundreds
of students stormed down the
creaking stairs and piled into scores
of waiting automobiles.
When the good citizens of Win(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)

Key Society Elects
Ten to Membership
Upper Division Honor Society
To Hold Initiations Soon
The Rollins Key Society met
Wednesday evening. May 8, in
the Chapel for the election of
new "brain-trusters." The Key
Society elects students in the
Upper Division for their high
scholastic ranking. It corresponds to Phi Beta Kappa and
will form the nucleus of that
fraternity when Rollins receives a charter. The time of
initiation will be announced
shortly.
The newly elected members
are: Nancy Locke, Dorothy
Hugli, Norine Farr, Minter
Westfall, Barbara Northen,
Jack
Buckwalter,
Carolyn
Sandlin, Mimi Graves, Betty
Winton, and Gay Davis.

Archery Meet

Gregg Leads Feminine Robin
Hoods in Weelc-Long Meet;
Achenbach Rates Second

Trendle and Jones
Place Third, Fourth
The Chi Omegas shot to
disputed victory in
tramural archery tournament held
the week of May 6th to 13th inclusive. In the horde of thirtyeight entrants four of the five Chi
Omegans placed among the ten
high shooters. Other groups
ing places in the select bracket
were the Independents, Alpha Phis,
Thetas, Gamma Phis, and Pi Phis,
State champion Sherry Gregg
topped the field with 333 points
from 64 hits, of which nine were
bulls-eyes. Irma Achenbach, with
her best Columbia round to date,
scored 324 points on 62 hits including seven gold markers. The highest hit-rate of 5.222 points was
maintained by third ranking Mary
Trendle. That rate on 54 hits added up to 282 points. Fourth place
was landed by Janet Jones, who totaled 247 on 51 hits.
The next six in order were Shirley Bowstead with 220, Dorothy
Hugli with 195, Roberta Schlegal
scoring 193, Ann Kruse shooting
178, Gertrude Musselwhite hitting
173, and Betty Hall with 160.
Although it is clear that the Chi
Omega took first place in the
archery competition the real effect
will not be reflected in the totals
for the year until the exact point
system is devised by the "R" Club.
Relative performance however, puts
the Independents second so that
actually at the moment it appears
that they have regained the lead
lost to the Thetas in the horse show
a couple of weeks ago.

Tar Amateurs Out to Avenge
Defeat Suffered at Hands of
Big Green Last Year

Men's Playday will call a large
number of Rollins intramural athletes to the campus of Stetson
rersity on Saturday, May 18,
to battle it out with the Hatters in
tennis, swimming, basketball and
many other sports.
Sororities and Fraternities to The Stetson players, who were
Compete on Same Date; All victorious last year will have an
avenging bunch of Tar muscle-men
Groups Work Hard
on their hands when tbey meet Ollie Barker, Jeff Kennedy, Louis
Local drug stores report a large Bills and others on the ball field,
demand for tonsil oil during the golf coui-se, tennis court and water
last week, caused by the practicing
The line-ups to date are listed
for the Campus Sing. The Sing,
below:
sponsored by the Independents,
Diamond Ball
will be held Friday night. May 24, Pitchers .. Weinberg, Wesley Davis
down by the lakefront. Fraterni- Catcher
Chappy Lawton
ties and sororities both will com- 1st base
Dave Wakefield
pete on the same night, but for 2nd base
Harry Nichols
separate prizes.
3rd base
Morrie Casparis
Short stop
Ollie Barker
Last year the men's singing was
R. field
Robin Rae
won by the Lambda Chi's, with the
John Fleeger
K. A.'s second. The Gamma Phi's C. field
S.
field
,
Wendy
Davis
won the girls' contest, with the
,
Dick Rodda
Theta's as runners-up. This year L. field
Basketball
these groups are worried about
Jeff Kennedy
their singing. It is reported that Forward R.
Red Harris
two trees shrivelled up and died in Forward L
Center
Dave
Wakefield
front of the Lambda Chi house the
Bill Justice
day before yesterday; and the Gam- Guard R,
Guard
L
Dick
Curry
ma Phi's, who have been practicing
VoUeyball
for many weeks, shattered three
Morrie Casparis, Stanhope Caswindows in their lodge Tuesday
paris, Ollie Barker, Bill Chick.
night.
Bruce Edmonds, Hil Hagnauer,
Practicing has been taking pi
Louis Bills, Warren Siddall.
at practically all hours, sororities
Tennis
getting in their hours before and
1, Luis Hortal; 2, Dejay Shriner;
after dinner and on the Horseshoe 3, Adrian Langford; 4, James Niafter lunch, thus inconveniencing ver; 5, D. Cerra; 6, Bob Burns; 7,
the male of the species during his
D. Darling; 8, J. Dunn; 9, Danny
favorite leisure hours. Sorority
Speyers; 10, E, Farnsworth.
housemothers have been amazed at
Freshman Tennis
the promptness with which their
1, Bob McKennon; 2, Wm. Royall,
girls have been getting in from
3, Harry Nichols; 4, Boyd France.
dates; however, this does not
Doubles: Vernon Langston and
dicate a trend, it's just that many
Rankin Shrewsbury.
of the boys have song pract:
Badminton; John Hoar and Richscheduled at ten-thiry-five each
ard Wesson.
Golf
1, Charlie Arnold; 2, Dave Wakefield; 3, R. Davis; 4, Robert McFall; 5, Pete Schoonmaker; 6, H.
Minor; 7, Douglas Bills; 8, Milton
Chancey; 9, Bill Terhune; 10, A.
Gridley; 11, Jim Hoover; 12, Ralph
Harrington; 13, John Huska.
Swimming
The Sprague Oratorical Contest
will be held Thursday evening.
Ralph Hagood, J. Hagood, Paul
May 16th, at 8:15 o'clock in the Haley, L. Moore, John Hoar, Rudi
Annie Russell Theatre.
Toch, Dick Forbes, Alden ManThe registered contestants at chester, Adrian Langford.
press time were: George Estes, Ping-pong: Jimmy Dean and Jim
Luis Hortal, Rudolph Toch, John Coates.
Giantonio, Dwight Johnson, Freeland Babcock, Wesley Davis, DoroHaimowitz in Orlando Recital
thy Bryn, Mary Trendle and Don
The Orlando Wednesday Music
Riddle.
Club will sponsor a concert at the
Contestants will have chosen Sorosis Club house Thursday, May
their own subjects, and with so 23, at 8:15 o'clock, when they will
many entrants, keen competition present Ely Haimowitz, pupil of
is indicated.
Helen Moore at Rollins.
This contest is sponsored by Pi
Mr. Haimowitz wishes to conBeta Phi and Phi Delta Theta fra- tinue his studies with Joseph and
ternities. Prizes of $15 and $10
Rosa Lhevine at their master
will be awarded the winners.
classes in Denver this Summer.
Judges will be chosen from the
The program will be announced
local Bar Association.
in next week's Sandspur.

Big Oratorical Contest
Due Tomorrow Night
Ten Aspirants Enter

Rec Hall is Scene of Most Diabolical Plot
In History of Long-Suffering Student Body

"What a Life" Play By Alden Manchester realize what a diabolical plot had
the most colossal stinks been hatched behind that slightly
Of Troubles Found in Onethe ofhistory
of Rollins College, soiled gray curtain. When it partWinter Park, Orlando, the sover- ed and left before our astounded
eign state of Florida, and indeed eyes the spectacle of some eight
In High Schools the
universe at large arose from or nine of our beloved class-mates
Rec Hall last Wednesday night. The all smeared with dirt and grease

Henry Aldrich Screamingly source of this malodorous cast of and howling arrtong themselves
Funny Character; Principal breeze was a little something about some indistinguishable subWas Young Once Himself
thrown together by the Freshman ject, our poor overworked jaw
The trials and tribulations of
American youth, particularly that
portion of it enrolled in the great
public high schools of our fair
nation, as personified by one Henry
Aldrich, is the theme of "What A
Life," the Rollins Student Players'
last production of the season, to be
presented May 30 and 31 in the
Annie Russell Theatre.
Henry has plenty of troubles and
ems to get so deeply enmeshed in
them that there is absolutely no
light at all in the future. However, with the kind assistance of
Mr. Nelson, assistant principal of
the high school, who was young
once himself, and not so long ago
at that, Henry's troubles always
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

and slyly called a "show", perhaps
with the purpose of diverting the
audience's attention from its real
object, which quite obviously was
the destruction of Rec Hall to make
necessary the immediate construction of a Student Union Building.
Most of the audience were duped
by the seeming innocence and naivete of the "performers." But not
Us! We aren't fooled by any such
simple camouflage! It was a cleverly contrived plot that failed in its
execution, only because of the base
treachery of one Edwin Waite who
refused at the last moment to light
the fuse of the bomb which was to
have blown up the joint.
However, to get back to the actual show. In the beginning, we as
members of the audience did not

dropped at least six feet and there
we sat with our bare face hanging
out.
Dick Dana, who is a nice guy
most of the time, got up with a
sljeaf of paper in his hand, and
some other fellow — we were too
unnerved to notice who — got up
too, and they started talking. That
was the start of all the trouble.
They talked a lot, and we kind of
dozed off, and then pretty soon we ,
heard a lot of whooping and yipping and we looked up and that
fellow had sat down and some other guy was talking. Well, we
went back to sleep for a while
longer and then pretty soon some
big ape threw a bucket of water a t
us — only it wasn't water but pa(Continued on Fage 4, Col. 6)
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Will We Be "Saviours" Again?

ROLLINS
SANDSPUR
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1 5 , ^ 4 0 ^
ODDS and ENDS
Local Minute Men College Grads Need
Oomph! Not Grades
T h e Inquiring
(Continued irom page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Reporter

By BOB MATTHEWS
an areial blitzkrieg must be like ter Park heard this tremendous upwhen he innocently walked near a roar they grabbed their guns and Personality, Experience and
"What should America's policy
Butch Enquist: "I am all for it."
prepared
for
a
Nazi
Blitzkrieg
but
small pine tree in back of the
Training Are Job Requests be during this European crisis?"
Esso Pierce: "Yea!"
Lambda Chi house. A small brown upon venturing a look outside they
James Gunn: "I think we should
bird took off from a concealed nest were surprised to see hundreds of
Grace Raymond: "I can't decide stick our noses into our own busiLOS ANGELES, CALIF. (ACP)
in the pine and zoomed in tight spi- Rollins men dressed in pajamas and
one way or the other."
ness and let them fight it out."
rals about Ward's head. Sudden- speeding towards the firehouse.
—A college graduate has the best
Marelle Haley: "I really don't
Bud Albert: "Crisis?
What
Upon
arrival
a
t
the
station
our
ly he whirled and in best hell-diver
chance of getting a job in the busi- know anything about it."
crisis?"
style dove straight a t Bob, who, boys were told the truck couldn't
ness world if he has a good perElsa Jensen: "Speak of the crisis
De Mob: "Let's us guys go over
recognizing that wisdom is often leave until sufficient volunteers aras a European pastime."
z dere and give dem Huns a real
the better of valor, made a hasty rived. This was good news indeed sonality, former experience and
cleanin'."
Wes Hausman: "Mobilize."
and disorganized retreat. The bird to the courageous aspirants and a t specialized training, according to
Norine F a r r : "Fight for GerJim Lease: "Give Hitler a boot
followed him all the way to the once a group of assorted X Club- a recent survey conducted on the
many."
for
defeat."
X Club, cussing angrily in bird- bers and Phi Delts donned the fight- Los Angeles campus of the UniBill House: "Let's let Tiny PhilCharlotte Stout: "I want Amerijargon. Bob insists it was NOT a ing equipment and hun on The
versity
of
California.
lips
make
his
first
milliorf
by
capca
to
stay out. I don't want the
truck for a mad dash to the counhungry woodpecker!
turing Hitler."
American men to go over."
try.
Good grades i college rated
poor
fourth.
Close behind this speeding inEveryone seems to be going to
Most employer! indicated a prefCalifornia this summer. Betty strument of mercy came eleven
Stevens, Gracia Tuttle and Jane Rollins cars headed by the wreck- erence for college-trained men over
RusseU are all heeding Mr. Gree- less C. J. Sedlmayr, Jr. Miles and high school, business school oi
By Jack Liberman
trade school graduates. They em
ley's advice. There must be gold in miles they rode when suddenly
n mountings, as the dentist- of the more alert members of the phasized, however, that college
Rise ye prisoners of starvation! he wins, won't we be next on the
caravan spotted giant red flames trained men should be equipped
feller sez.
with some practical experience be- Don't remain hungry. As mem- list? Why wait for him to come
leaping high into the air. I t was
bers of the glorious American over here and have the lives of our
fore graduation.
Don Ogilvie is still mopping his huge fire; even a t several mill
army, fighting over in Europe, you loved ones threatened by the ravdistance
the
heat
beat
on
the
chilled
Among the faults that business can get the finest food possible, (at ages of the Germans? No, better
brow after a little incident that
faces
of
our
adventurers.
men found with college graduates least, more food than you can get to sacrifice the lives of a few hunhappened last week. Don has been
Finally they arrived, pursued by were that they are somewhat over- at the present time.) Let us revolt dred thousand of our best men,
hankering to follow in Warren
great cloud of dust. The volun- confident, that they expect the and make the Congress of our most those who would be the backbone of
Hume's footsteps by joining I. B.
M. (International Business Ma- teers climbed from the wagon and world to give them a job because wonderful
nation declare war our future government than to altily took down the extinguish- they are graduates, and that they against the blood-thirsty Germans low even the possibility of an inchines) after graduation, and he
, But alas—they were too late. err in thinking that a diploma may led by that mad man, Adolf Hitler. vasion.
made a special trip to Chicago a
while back to see about the job, re- i The fire had already engulfed the be an excuse for an untidy appearThink of what we would gain!
We, who are the real sufferers
turning here with the idea that if' house and the chimney alone stood ance, careless work and a lack of of this depression, wbich makes us We would rid the world of dictatordesire to learn the fundamentals of
they wanted him, they'd write with- as reminder of this sad tale.
turn towards crime and immorality ships, forever! Never again would
business.
Slowly,
wearily
the
group
headed
in ten days. Well, the ten days
as outlets for our emotions, need we need fear another war! (That's |
passed and there was no letter. their gasoline go-buggys back tosomething exciting to fill our time. what we said last time, do I hear
Ogilvie, a philosophic soul, set his wards town, and a few minutes Tar Swimmers Sink Stetson! What could be better than a good someone say? Of course, but this ,
teeth grimly and got ready to later, silence once more pervaded
old-fashioned war over in Europe? time it's the real thing.) Once we ^
join the army. Then suddenly, a the sleeping campus. "Our Boys"
There wouldn't be that worry are victorious, let the Allies figure ^
For the second time this year,
telegram arrived' from Chicago. had done their B.T.
Rollins mermen splashed their way about where our next meal will out the peace. We needn't worry '^
(ALL telegrams arrive suddenly).
to a win over the Stetson swim- come from, whether we can g e t a about that. Just leave it up to ^
It was from I. B. M. Why, they
to destroy Germany. ^
letter, and assuring them he was ming team, as the Tars, led by job or what happens when our England
asked sweetly, hadn't Mr. Ogilvie
still interested. He is now looking Eddie Waite, chalked up an easy present clothes wear out. Oh, no, That's the solution! Destroy Gerreplied to their letter concerning
for the mailman.
B5-17 win over the Big Green in a the army will make sure of that many and all her people. What did
his position ? Ogilvie took one look
we ever get out of Germany, but a .
as long as we're alive.
meet held here Saturday.
a t the wire, turned three back flips
Wah Siddall, Everett the FarnsThen again, remember what we bunch of stupid scientists who just
Eddie Waite was high-point man
and an Immelman and landed a t the
upset the status quo of ignorance?
worth
and
Jawn
Hoar
took
an
early
would
be
fighting
for.
Democracy,
for
Rollins
with
10
counters,
as
he
phone. He sent a return wire, asDown with all believers in peace! '
suring them he hadn't received any morning swim Monday, aided by the took first place in the 50-yard dash that most glorious of all institu- We want war!
rest of the Dean's class.
tions, is endangered by Hitler! If
and 150-yard backstroke.

Down With Peace Mongers!

The dogs of war are loose on every front in Europe, and
their noisy growls are grating in American ears. The Big
Pond doesn't seem quite as large these days, and many a man
who once smiled complacently at the discomfiture of the "poor
Europeans" is beginning to look over his shoulder nervously
when he hears a plane roar by.
As the Germans continue to pound through Holland and
CHASE CHATTER
Belgium, and as it becomes more and more apparent that the
By Langford
British chance of "muddling through" grows slimmer every
day, the question arises as to what part America should play The C.H.D.A.F.T.C.O.U.A. (Chase
Hall Detective Association For The
in this great crisis.
Some people have made up their minds already. The first Continuation of Un-American Acfaint cries of alarm are swelling slowly, as once again the old tivities) has at last ferreted out the
men show their bravery by their eagerness to thrust America Secret Service Agent in our midst.
Charles Gundelach has been seen
into war . . . a war that the young men will fight.
Yes, they will speak, these voices, and there will be ears meeting the 2:20 local express evto listen to them. On the radio, in the movies; in crowded ery A. M. for the last several days
halls and smoky bars the tongues of the patriots will cry out whereupon a small package is
for "action." Action of any sort seems desirable to idle passed from Charles to Agent No.
minds, and who will deny there are many here in America? 13, who, disguised as a brakeman,
The cries will grow into a roar. There will be words, rich takes the package, mumbles a fe'w
and throaty, rolling sonorously from the lips of the orators •words, leers at Charlie, and returns
. . . "Democratic ideals," — " Common bonds" — "English- to his pseudo-duties. Is it true that
speaking brotherhood!" We will be asked, once again, to go Hitler is planning a blitzkrieg and
that Gundelach is passing explosforth to make the world "safe for democracy."
"Safe for democracy!" It's a fine phrase; a great ideal. ives obtained from the Chem. Lab.
But let's stop and think a little before we jump into the role in order to hasten the downfall of
of world-saviours again. What will it get us? What did it the Allied Powers? Shame on you
Charlie, who would have thunk i t ?
get us in 1917?
This is not our fight. It was not our fight in 1917. It is It is rumored that the rats that
not our fight in 1940. It is true that we should look ahead will occupy this handsome domicile
to the time when we may have to face the possibility of ag- during the coming school year will
gression if Germany wins. But that time is still distant. The actually be rodents and not FreshNazi legions are still far from victory.
men. You can hear these rumors
This is the time for coolness, now when the siren voices of even now in the walls.
the propagandists begin to lure us on. Let's keep our heads
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
up, our eyes open and our powder dry. And let's mind our
By Bob Matthews
own business and STAY OUT OF THIS WAR!
"Say, Pres—what are we going

;e

News from Our Campus Correspondents

fish and losing their balance
in the state-wide badminton tour- .Connie and (not to say the least) I What with the campus sing com- m
fall in i know that our four
ing up — and sundry other things
nament. Shirley Smith may go Smokey to the beach.
seniors are prevaricators they have too. We were glad to welcome Phil
Verges sent Sally flowers while [— the Chi O's expect to marshal Hi
promised us bambi every week
back after her short stay in the in. she was "temporarily inconveni. I their notions convincingly. There's le
at the theatre
enced." Something she "et" no just one prerequisite—reservation! i<
firmary.
(or is it reservations?)
jn
i love bambi and i cry each week
H. Brown paid us a visit Satur- doubt. — How about this, Clyde?
cause he isnt there
Ed. Note: If this last paragraph ^
OUR WEEK
day night, totally upsetting Patty
and now to come to the
seems vague you should read "Fin* ni
By Eugenie and Ruth
who had completely forgotten that
epitome of it all
negan*s Wake!"
riii|
H. was to stay in her bed and was
we didn't appreciate p r kellys
X CLUB XCERPTS
«,
sound asleep when she arrived. In- to the ground. This week we inremark
By Corky McCorkle
ri,
cidentally Sandy has turned direc- tend to be complimentary to ourquote say is this the theta
tor and is now directing a play. selves — and why not with the fine
Chick, his usual bleary self, was ipe
column a t first i thought he meant Betty B. continues to tear around banquet we gave for our new ini- found wandering toward the Kap- igj
that we werent glamour girls and at her usual rate of speed. (Jenelle tiates, Estelle Gregg, Ann Searle, pa house afoot late one night last ^
then on asking i
just tears around). Deedee hasn't and Eugenie Van de Water, and week. It seems that the radio in
found out that we didnt mention done a damn thing this week. Mrs. alumnae. It was a gala affair held that big black LaSalle convertible \^
Enright has learned how to make at the Orange Court Hotel, com- sedan took its toll on the battery, J^E
us enough so i
wonderful fudge; Wilma brightens plete with favors for everyone.
Although Jenelle pushed for hours, ] 5,
have taken the disavowal
up the house daily with a new
upon mysel and do hereby say
The house was quiet this week- they couldn't budge it. And on ij
bunch of flowers. A reward is of- end with Lillian Ryan giving Sara- still another occasion. Bill and his ^
us us us us us in hope that is
fered to the scoundrel who sent the sota a break and Mary Trendle giv- buddy Bob Johnson found them- [j^,
conciliatory
Kappas a booklet entitled — "How ing life to the Chase Hall house selves confronted with, as they (j,
the other night we had sing
practice and i heard dogs howling to Lose Weight." Auntie Matilda party. Another factor adding to termed it, "a poor excuse for a ji,
regrets that she must reprimand
outside so
quiet composer is the peace husband." Sally watched gleefully ,uj,
i am going to writ emily post and Ethel Mac and Diggers for making treaty Lynn Leonard and Al Swann while both of them passed the,|jjj
undue amounts of noise yodeling; drew up which is quite effective ex- buck.
ask hi
cept for telephone conversations.
why before putting the final end to M. A. can't sleep.
There are those of us who be- ^^
this i
PHI DELT NEWS
Included in the list of officers lieved in MacBriar and his birds.
want to tell you that i am a
By Jim Hoover
for the coming year, Eugenie has The stories about birds are quite
impromptu ghost writer for
On Sunday afternoon Ray Hick- been elected head of our date bur- true, but no one has said a word ((
the regular vn-iter who is out
ok, Wes Hausman, and Nin Bond
For the past few weeks Miss about the species . . . "chickens". -to harmonize on and when in hell of town she just took
left with the rest of the Varsity Van de Water has been experiAt least two lonely hearts were^are we going to practice for this the boat for germany as she
crew for their trip north. Ray is' enting and practicing on herself. left behind Sunday when Matthooj^i
campus sing ?" This statement has
id of a million dollars
stroking the varsity, Wes rows Results will be published in the next and Blimpy went north to give their,,j
The Sandspur wants letters from its readers, and thanks been heard echoing through Hooker
Theta Tabby number 3 and Nin is a substitute.
while all candidates for ex-,all for dear old ;feowlins. Don't ]»gj
to the cooperation of Howard Jaudon, manager of the New Hall for the last ten days and a s ,
GAMMA P H I
Bud Minor had a birthday Sun-[ perimentation are asked to meet in worry, they'll be back soon!
j^^
Colony Theatre here in town, we are able to offer a prize of yet practically nothing has been
By Miss Silgh
day. He celebrated Saturday night) the closest phone booth,
Word has seeped through from^^
two tickets to the New Colony to the person writing the best done. You see, so many of our
The
midnight
party
Friday
a
t
and
early
Sunday
morning,
and
a
t
|
With
an
the
cold
hard
world
that
"Our^j,^
letter to the Sandspur each week. Write on anything you members have outside interests
like; criticism or comment on Sandspur stories or features that their practice time is very Strong Hall for Jean Densmore was the same time took a great step ground we are proud to announce Boys" took Washington by storm.^j.
featured by the joining-in of neigh, towards Manhood.
the initiation of Ann Searle into Beyond that, nobody knows. You^jj^^
will be welcomed. Who's going to be the first winner?
limited.
boring Thetas during the singing
Wendy Davis and his staff fin- Phi Beta, honorary Music society.
almost hear yourself think in,^
Now take Bill Royall, for
of "Happy Birthday". In the midst ished the Tomokan and he seems
LAKESIDE LAMENT
the living room now.
^^5
stance. He wastes all his spare of the celebration Rita Costlelio very glad that the big job is <
By Anna Yemous
We may be repeating ourselves,]
time writing to Brenda Frazier, stole the limelight with a newly ac- Personally I can't blame him!
The house quieted down some from week to week, but after all,^
while baseball keeps Bouton, Bry quired ring! Whatl Another K. A.
Every day Wendy and Clax this week-end with the absence of who makes the news? . . . J. Boo-j^
son, Mitch and Justice well occu Rose?
Kraus keep in close contact with Pat Parker and Sally McCaslin. geroso Kennedy, second only to Ted^,
One of the best overheards of the
(By One of Them)
pied. Don Cram devotes all lei^
Last week Gamma Phi's Ginny the mailboxes for their love let- Sally brought joyful news of her Reed, is having trouble with,^^
Production of "Two Noble Kins- year: "We'll have to go around
sure hours to the O.A.O. and Dud Smith, Jeanie Turner and Betty ters. They are trying to see who visit to New York City this sumEgypt's Mummie. Never a dull-|
men" goes relentlessly on. Besides Cape Horn to get to the chapel".
ley just can't keep away from Wynton defeated the Pi Phis and gets t h e most before the year
mer and her possible job there. moment, is there Jeff?
a postponement, the cast has anNice commentary on the omnipres- Campus Politics. Ed. Note: A new Kappas at golf in a close match. over. So far it looks like a tie.
Joan Kellogg-Smith and Patty
other problem. Jack Liberman's
PHI MUSINGS
^
name for Smokey? Pete Crawford This and the rejoicing from all the
The bridge players are still a t Moodie came home from the Chase
part requires him to race madly ent sprinklers!
By Winnie Winchell
^
the would-be golfer, travels around seniors who've passed their senior
it and it is rumored that the Ph Hall week-end looking wind-blown
around the Strong Hall balcony and
May we suggest t h a t Venus and
as number TWO man on the golf boards have filled the house a t frebut
contented.
Delt house is a training ground for
down the stairs after which breathWe hate to be nocuous about it,
the other better-clad female out in
team, and Hayford seems unusually quent intervals.
Culbertson.
less rush he delivers sixty lines of but we've bought enough Lifes to
Bitty Cummins informed us that our patio have their make-up redevoted to Calculus, P . R. (SnagNew Jersey is still burdening
PI PHI NEWS
dialogue. Jack has given up all j bind and still haven't seen anything
she had developed a poisonous paired immediately? The humor-,,
tooth) Kelly is kept busy pretend- Florida postmen with birthday
dissipation but Camels (they don't, of the "Life Goes to Rollins" numThe Pi Phis have been running tongue and a sense of humor. No ous ( ? ) artists who did the face-, ^
ing to edit this paper and Eddie
Maybe the editors are saving Weinberg spends every moment gifts for Franny Montgomery. Is a little wild of late or should we questions were asked. Betty Car- lifting failed to give the girla^lil
get your wind) for the dash, but hi
there no end to her fanmail?
say: regressing to the infantile. son wants to be the athletic type] makte-up of the kiss-proof, (oriiles
is bothered about footgear. Ht it till summer to make our mouths learning the latest dance step. A.
KAPPA DATA
Sally and Ginny can think of no end and acquire a physique. Questions j should we say weather-proof) va-;
can't find any slip-proof shoes. Un. water once we all get home.
Carrow Tolson, the Baltimore songBy Matilda Gazastrious
of things to do to poor innocent were asked. Aggie Chalker was, riety.
less he can dig some up in a hurdisappointed the group by
And again the fair name of Kapry, it looks as though the T.N.K.
Heard on a Pinehi^rst radio: announcing his departure with the pa Kappa Gamma breaks into print, victims — such as sneezing powder dumbfounded the other day when' Gosh, what a week-end! TheJn,
she heard that holding hands was | dorm sure was lonely with Gay anctj r
may fall flat.
" . . . and then you take off all Crew; he, more than anyone else, this time to announce to the breath- and big black spiders!
okey was blessed with a promiscuous. We wonder if Aggie j Ciccy in Miami, Luverne a t the '^^hp^
your clothes and get into the bath- will be missed because his melodies lessly-awaiting world the birth of
bright and shiney new convertible will take this as advice or informa- ican and Daphne in Eustis. On SunNotice the titular abbreviation tub." There have been other fun- have long been the main stay of
a new dramatic star—Jean Domi- club coupe Saturday — it's dark tion.
of this column over last week's. As ny noises a t Pinehurst this week the Fraternity glee-club.
day, Janie Ruth and Marelle took
nick, whose stirring performance green and very smooth.
CHI O CAPERS
time goes on there will be less and too. F'r instance, are they rebuildoff for Wildwood, Janie tearfully
theta tidbits
the Freshman show should be
On Mother's Day, Tony got a
By Lynn Naught
less of it (the title) and probably ing the post office or what? The well boss here
escorting Al to the train. (He'll be
enough to convince anyone that sweet telegram from Dave.
of the column itself. The eds spent hammering that goes on around we are again
Sunday the Chi O's gave a tea gone a whole week!) Marelle went
she is the one and only one to sucBetty Knowlton and Johnny honoring their housemother, Miss home to visit mother and Herman-^
a un( Martin )ique week-end a t Day- nineish is enough to drown out any you simply cannot
ceed Garbo. Heil Dominick!
Fleeger went home to St. Pete for Effie Jane Buell. Miss Buell, we Barbara and Blane, not to be outtona and consequently have no no- decent (or other) conversation.
keep a good kat down
Charlotte hasn't done a thing the week-end.
tion of what went on on campus.
sorry to say, is completing her done, went to the Bok Tower. And
i want to tell you that a lot
II week but worry about the w a n
However, no misplaced cannon
I don't think Paul liked being stay a t Rollins this year.
I no kidding, Doug and Norine ac-D
Slap-Back of the Week goes to is happening here
and whether HE will have to go.
have been sighted, so we deduce it
locked up in the linen closet any
Sherry
Gregg won the intramural tually did get to the beach,
you
might
think
the
thetas
are
Betty Miller, for her exhibitionistic
We guess you already know who'
was a remarkably calm week-end.
too well but then he had no busi•chery tournament, held Saturday though nobody believed it until they
tendencies in Steel's Victorian Po- \ practicing diving if you
will be wearing the longest facel
We might add that there are douness being there in the first place. last, with a score of 333. And Mar- got home. Guess you all went to f
etry class. It's grand to be smart, ^have seen them down at
in the Kappa house next week, so
bles for Dick Kelly, Glad Evoy and
Dudley Darling seems to be a
Russ, initiated recently into Pi Daphne's senior a r t exhibit. -A-"yv
but it's better to let people find out '•the dock but they are
just to keep her mind off it. ShirDr. Steel in the Sand Dune capital,
favorite with the girls. Sunday Beta, h a s just been installed a s way, there was quite a crowd there, «i
about it themselves.
I hurling large crumbs to hungry
ley B. is going to Miami to play he escorted Marilee, Lolly, Stella president of that organiaztion.
much to the young artist's surprise
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Along theSidelines Lease Hurls Three-Hit Game McDowallmenStart Independents Take Two,
As Tars Grab Gator Series Two-Week Spring Lambda Chis Trim K. A.'s
Rained Out in First Tilt,
Practice Session Sigma Nu, X Club Go Down
Lola Displays
McDowallmen Blank Florida

THE

By Ted Pitman

If one would wander out to Harper-Shepherd field one of these hot
jfternoons he would think he was
aeeing things. He would be, too •—
Jack McDowall's having a second
spring practice. Yes, once again
the sound of boot meeting football
I be heard and the sharp stacatof the quarter-backs calling signals. Kill or cure, Rollins is going
have a ball club worthy of the
y stadium that will be their new
hftme next year.
s week's orchids go to the
lars' quiet, unassuming rookie
pitcher, Jim Lease. Jim literally
ffon his own ball game up at
Gainesville last Saturday when he
itched and slugged the Tars to a
three and nothing victory over the
Gators.
For six and three-quarter innings the Gators had the embarrassment of being held hitless by
our young Tar and at that their
first hit was a robbery as the refill a moment of blindness, discounted a beautiful shoestring catch
by George Estes.
The biggest news of the week
is the defeat of the Faculty
diamond ball team, hitherto unbeatable. Their defeat was largely
due to the magnificent two-hit
hurling of the Lambda Chi's mighty
midget Eddie "Spider" Weinberg.
It also seems that the faculty's two
itellar pitchers, Rhea Smith and the
Pro "ringer," Bud Coleman, ran
iiead-first into the heavy bats of
Eddie's teammates.
The Independents continued on
;heir undefeated ways by whaling
the X Club in an error-filled contest. Once again Wesley Davis
proved himself a capable pitcher,
re looking forward with enthusiasm to the pitching duel between Wesley and Bob of the Phi
Delts when the two teams meet
The Independents have one
I the boys from Lyman Hall
and if they win again, the championship is assured them.
The lads who man the sweeps
have their work cut out f o r ^ e m
this week. After their race this
afternoon with the green-shirts of
IHanhattan they pack up tomorrow
morning for the big regatta a t
Springfield. They arrive there in
time to get into their shell for a
brief workout and on Saturday they
pete with ten other crews over
the mile and five-sixteenths Henley
distance.
The Dad Vail race will be watched
1 over the country this year as it
will surpass even the Poughkeepe in number of crews. It is the
)pe of the small colleges that
meday this race will take its
place alongside of the Poughkeepfame and that some of its
contestants may some day graduate into that senior regatta.

"What A Life"
(Continued from page 1)
manage to be screamingly funny
and so does Henry, which is what
gave the play one of the twelve
longest runs in the history of
Broadway.
Henry is accused of most everyling under the sun, including theft,
cheating on an examination, and
luch talking. He is guilty of
some, not guilty of others, but it
some time to figure the
whole thing out and establish the
provinces of his guilt and innocence. In the process, Henry manages to get into some real trouble
and give his audience a round-robin
laughs.

In Saturday Meeting, 3-0
By Clyde Jones
Rained out In their first game
of two scheduled jousts vrith the
University of Florida Gators last
week-end. Jack McDowall's Rollins
Tars bunched their hits effectively
to win the second, behind the fine
three-hit pitching of Jim Lease.
A steady downpour in the fourth
inning Friday halted the first tilt
with the score tied 2-2.
In the second game Jim Lease
held the Gators to three hits to
register a 3-0 shutout victory,
pitching hitless ball for the first
six innings. The first hit off Jim
came in the seventh frame, when
with two men out, Florida's third
baseman hit a line drive into right
field. George Estes, Rollins right
fielder, tried desperately to make a
shoestring catch, but the umpire
said he grabbed the ball on the
bounce. George claimed he caught
it in the air. But it went for a hit.
The other two Florida hits came
in the ninth inning. The first two
men up singled, but three quick infield outs ended the game.
Rollins made their three runs on
timely hitting with men on base.
The first tally came in the second
inning. Clyde Jones, the Tar shortstop, hit a ground ball to the Florida's shortstop, who threw wild to
first and Jones continued to second,
scoring a few minutes later on an
infield error.
Two runs were made in the
fourth inning when Jones again
got on base, this time on a sacrifice. Estes hit a single and Jones
stopped at second, then Jim Lease
came through with a hit to centerfield that scored both Jones and
Estes.
Sophomore Joe Lowrie of Florida
pitched five-hit ball, but errors offset his fine pitching.
The 3-0 victory Saturday gave
Rollins the series with Florida this
year. The Tars won two games
while the Gators won only one.
Score by innings:
r h e
Rollins
010 200 000--3 5 0
Florida
_.. 000 000 000—0 3 4
____Lease and Lingerfelt; Lowrie
and Ferrigno.

(Continued from Page 1)
thru, he sed he'd better call in some
more peeple to judge the danse's
merit, and so they called in Bert
Hadlee and Fill Blitz and that boy
whos name I never repete in mixed
company and Paul Haily, and I did
the danse again. Then becaus all
the rest of the freshman boys demanded a vote and kept desending
on Wreck Hall like the proverbial
droves of lotuses, I had to do the
danse again. Well after the twelfth
time, they had a vote and it was
one hundred and seven to one in
favor of the danse, and I shood
have gone into the show only I
couldn't perswade Eddie Wineberg
to give me back my orkids.

Those who want to see a prevue
of the 1940 Rollins football team in
action can journey out to HarperShepherd any day duringthe next
two weeks. Coach McDowall has
called this spring practice session
in view of the fact that so many of
his players were absent from the
last practice session due to basketball and crew.
As it is very hot in the afternoons now, the practice will be
confined to signal calling, form
drills and dummy scrimmage. The
boys are wearing pads but only to
prevent painful muscle and bone
bruises.
Another reason for the practice
is that football is getting more and
more intricate and the complex
running attacks haye to be learned
and smoothed out to perfection and
only drilling will do this. Also, the
many different offensive systems
require defensive forms which must
be changed at a second's notice.
This is why the 1940 Tars have
donned their moleskins at this unseasonal time.
Two changes are being tried out.
McDowall has shifted Carl Sedlmayr, a senior next year, from end
to guard. Curry Brady, a junior,
has been changed from fullback to
end.

My dere I feel like Cortex discovering the Pacific, becaus I have
discovered Rod McArthy, who is
not much relation to Charlie, I do
not beleave, altho Rod is always
saying funny things that come from
other peeples mouths. Becaus Rod
is simply marvelouse even if he
isn't very brainy. I mean I defend him to evry one, like I sed to
Faith Helluva I sed After all, good
things come in small packages, and
she sed So does Rat Poison, witch
isn't a very nise thing to say even
about your own mother.
Rubye I am getting to be a regular socialist I go to so many parties. I went to the elecshun bawl,
and it wasnt about Precedent Rosefelt like I wrote you, becaus it was
Ginny Kingsbury — "Eating a
about the skool elections. I mean
25 cent lunch in 5 minutes at BeanJohnnie G. Antonio of Fidelity Theery."
ta and John Backwater of Kappa
Betty Stevens — "Waiting for
Alfa and Dick Rowdy of the Ex
Clayton."
Club were running for precident.
Dudley Darling — "Riding with
Well you can imagin my mentul
five girls in one car instead of just
angush becaus after all I have
one gal!"
dated all 3 boys, and how cood I
Bill Chick — "That Matt should
face my diary that nite if I double
leave Shirley."
crossed any of them. Who shood I
Jenelle Wilhite — "Bill Chick."
vote for, becaus, I mean, all 3 of
Jack Hoare—"The Dean's course
them were the one and only man in
at 8:30 in the morning."
my life. What shall I do, I inSmokey Sholley — "Classes and
kwired of myself, and that little
the wetness of water."
voise that pricks me when I am
Ollie Barker — "I'm just a happy
doing wrong, that is so quite and
comes so seldom, the voise of my
Pres Wetherell — "People untyconscious, told me. At the polls
I wisely marked the X oposite each ing my shoestrings."
Jim Hoover — "People that wear
of their names and thus voted for
ice-skates to Beanery.
all 3.
Bob Whiston and Wilsie have left I know I shall never forget Wilsie
skool and I practically contempla- and Wisten even if we never meet
ted suiside, but Dudly and Evert again untill next Ocobter.
Well my dear, dinner time was
and Bob Davis and McOrkul each
perswaded me that After all thats two pages ago, and when Charlotte
life I guess and evry cloud has a Stowt and me are late to dinner
sliver lining and the show must go evry one and 'Don Ogelbie whisles
One of the most spectacular on and theres other fish in the see at us and we have to pertend we
LOLA
events in girls' intramural sports and Im no oyster Lola baby. But don't like it.
will be the swimming meet, scheduled for 3 o'clock Saturday.
WASHING, POLISHING. SIMONIZING
There are five competing teams
GREASING -— 75c ANY CAR
and a close and exciting battle is
in the offing. The Independent
team is comprised of Joan KelloggSmith, Alma Vandervelde, Barbara
e. Park & Fairbanks
Winter Park
Holmes, Irene Achenbach; the Pi
Phi team has Gertrude Musselwhite, Virginia Powers, Sally Hodgdon, Hester Sturgis, Jane Anne
Sholley, and Lolly Phillips.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Rachel Harris, Peggy Whitley,
Specializing in Quality Mercliandise Well Laundered
Flora Harris, Bert Schlegal, Jean
J.
Walter
Dickson,
Manager
69 West Concord Av\
Holden, Eleanor Rand, Jayne RitPlione 5861
Orlando, Florida
tenhouse, and Betty Stevens will

I PET PEEVES I

Girls' Swim Meet
Set For Saturday;
Five Teams Entered

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

represent the Gamma Phi's. Thetas competing are Sis Young, Marcia Stoddard, Jane Russell, Laura
Ripley, Nancy Osborn, Polly Young,
and Kim Tilghman. The Kappa
entrants are Jeanne Dominick, Janet Sorenson, Wilma Tilden, and
Shirley Bassett.
The three main events of this
meet will be dashes, relay races,
and diving. The pulchritude of the
girls will be well worth seeing as
well as their swimming ability.
Ed. Note: We are NOT responsible for that last line!

Get Our Low Prices on
Summer Storage

College Garage

Before Slugging Leaders;
K. A. Beats Sigma Nu

The unpredictable Sigma Nus
threw a scare into the league-leading Independents for four innings
last week, playing airtight ball to
tie the leaders 7-7, but as all good
things must come to an end, so did
the Sigma Nu good-luck streak.
The Independents blasted out ten
runs in the final two chukkers to
win going away, 19-8.
Hagnauer pitched effectively until the fatal fourth, when his boys
started to play button, button with
the ball; the Independents, after a
bad start, settled down to their usual consistent play behind Pitcher
Red Harris.
The Lambda Chi's, who got off to
a bad start early in the season because of pitching weaknesses, rallied behind the fine two-hit twirling of Eddie Weinberg yesterday,
lambasting the K. A.'s 8-1. It was
the second win of the year for the
Lambda Chi's, who seem to have
the Indian-sign on the K. A.'s. Joe
Knowles seemed a bit off his usual
form yesterday, and some bad pegs
by Ogilvie and a few bobbles by
Blackwood helped swing the tide.
Babe Felder and Manchester made
two fine catches of Wetherell's and
Lawton's line drives.
The league-leading Independents
once more showed their mighty
power as they lambasted the offerings of Dick Rodda and a scored a
20-1 victory over the X Club, who
because of reasons beyond their
control could only put eight men on
the field. With "Red" Green and
Jack Liberman leading the sluggers, the winners scored in all but
the first inning and along with
Wes Davis' five hit pitching were
never in danger of sustaining their
first defeat of the season. However their three toughest games
still remain to be played.
Sigma Nu errors proved costly
again in the second game as the
K. A.'s rallied behind Jack Keller to
slap out a 10-2 win over the boys
from Rollins Hall. Off to a flying
start with a sizeable early-inning

Rollins Press Store
Visiting Cards
100 Cards — 75c to $1.65

BUICK OFFERS
•
1938 Buick Conv.
Sedan
$695
1938 Buick Conv.
Coupe
$645
1937 Chrysler Conv.
Sedan
$595
1937 Buick Conv.
Coupe
$595
1939 Buick Conv.
Sedan
$1495

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY
330 No. Orange
ORLANDO

HEW Y O R K ' S MOST EXCLUSIVE HOTEL
RESIDENCE FOB YOUNG WOMEN

lead, the winners were never headed as they played heads-up ball.
Features of the game were Sigma
Nu's Charley Rauscher's breathtaking juggling acts in the left field
and the kindly action of catcher
Ogilvie for the K.A.'s in vigorously
fanning the air on repeated occasion. It was a hot, sultry afternoon, and Mr. Ogilvie's humanitarian work was greatly appreciated
by the spectators.

College Women Prefer
...The Barbizon

Chase Hall Denizens
Week-End at Pelican

College women accustomed to the
refinements of living prefer living
in The Barbizon Manner . . . and
understandably so, for at The Barbizon they can continue the cultural interests, the physical activities
they most enjoy.
No other hotel offers so much.
For relaxation . . . daily recitals
and lectures . . . music and art
studios . . . a fine library. For recreation . . . swimming pool . . . gymnasium . . . squash courts . . . sun
deck . . . terraces. When you a^d
to these, convenience to schools,
important business centers, art galleries, museums and theatres, you
understand why college women
prefer living at The Barbizon.

Moos and Food Come Late;
Waite Serves as Mother
Saturday dawned bright and
clear (in California) while in Florida there persisted what the Chamber of Commerce insists upon calling a heavy fog. But was Chase
Hall downhearted?
YES! At
stages of the day and in
stages of dress and undress
the members of our happy home
dripped to the Pelican where it
was soon brought forceably to the
notice of all that Papa Moos was
conspicuously absent and with him
that which the Beanery calls food.
After Papa and the food was
served a la carte to the horde, the
party pursued happiness in the
tyle most suited to each individual.
Later in the evening Ed Waite in
honor of Mother's Day insisted upgiving each and all a good-nite
kiss and a tuck into bed.
The dubious honor for one of the
better remarks of the Beach Party
goes to Alan Fast, that Southern
Gentleman with the Connecticut accent, who said, "How the hell am I
going to sneak out if you turn off
the lights?" A grand time was had
by all and it is with a great deal of
gratitude that Chase Hall thanks
Drs. Hutchins and Papa Moos
for their able chaperoning.

7 0 0 rooms, each with a radio
Tariff: from $2.50 per day
fiom $12 per week
Write for descriptive booklet "C

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.
Will Buy Men's Shoes

Up-To-Date Shoe
Repair Shop
Next to Lucy Little's
E. Park. Ave.

Virginia Quantrell Gives I
Conservatory
Mach ine \
Miss Virginia Quantrell, who recently gave the Rollins Conservatory a machine for making copies
of records, has now added a WilcoxGay Recordia.
The new Recordia is a combination radio, victrola, and recording
machine, and public address system. This handy gadget also makes
recordings of radio programs while
they are being broadcast.
Miss Quantrell, from Bronksville,. New York, graduated in 1939
after three years at Rollins, and
has just returned North after
spending the winter on campus taking post-graduate work.
If anyone has anything they
wish to record, see Bruce Dougherty
about an appointment.

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS

•
Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

COLONY
Week Beginning May 16th
Thursday and Friday
Romance . . . and rousing rhythm on the gay white way.
"TWO GIRLS ON
BROADWAY"
with
George Murphy — Lana Tumer
Joan Blondell
also
"COURAGEOUS DR.
CHRISTIAN"
with Jean Hersholt
Saturday - Sunday and Monday
Radio's biggest fun show . . .
from the air to you
"BUCK BENNY RIDES
AGAIN'*
with Jack Benny
also
Walt Disney's "The Riveter"
Tuesday and Wednesday
LORETTA YOUNG
"DOCTOR TAKES A W I F E "

Phone 115
W. Fairbanks

Winter Park

WINTER PARK • PHONE

NYLON
The latest word in hosiery,
meaning flattering new
shades and longer wear for
you.

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115

THURSDAY - FRIDAY

"TWO GIRLS ON
BROADWAY" with

Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE

LANA TURNER — GEORGE MURPHY

Work called for and delivered.

NYLON
HOSIERY

$1.39

VISITING CARDS FOR

THE

GRADUATES

Here's the biggest stocking
news in years! At last you're
to have an opportunity to purchase these fabulous hosiery
born in a chemist's test tube.
Don't delay, though, for the
supply is limited and the de
mand is great! In summer'
smart shades.

R. F. Leedy

100 CARDS ?1.00

$1.15 - $1.25 - $1.35

COMPANY

THE BOOKERY

Yowell-Drew's

On display for the first
time TODAY! See these
beautiful new spring shades
at

Dry Goodp

Ladies' Wear

Downtown

E. Park Ave.

Winter Park

^50

—ORLANDO—

also

"COURAGEOUS DOCTOR
CHRISTIAN" with
JEAN HERSHOLT — DOROTHY LOVETT

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

"BUCK BENNY RIDES
AGAIN" with JACK BENNY

ROLLINS

FOUR

SANDSPUR

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1940

Rec Hall

MARCHING MERCHANTS

(Continued from Page 1)

,Bravely Resist Beanery Social-ist Movement
Although it has never been the
policy of the I. A. H. M. (International Army of Heather Merchants)
to interfere in anything, an issue
has arisen of such paramount significance as to compel us to make
public our convictions. We refer of
course to the recent wanton attack
upon a corps of Heather Merchants
by "hoodlums" believed to be in the
employ of radical advocates of a
"social-room for Beanery." (The
quotes are ours.)
As a brave little band of Merchants were marching away from one
of their regular bi-weekly hymnfests they were set upon by divers
sinister figures who popped out of
the hedgerowss. At first the doughty Merchants paid the lowbrows no
heed, thinking them to be mere
ghouls, but when one of the ruffians began to revile his mother,
the leader instantly realized that
there was skullduggery afoot and
began bellowing commands in quite
a forceful manner. Now the Heather Merchants have always been
reckless, even foolhardy, almost to
a fault, but there is nothing to be
gained by dashing one's self against
the walls. In this instance it
evident that they had very little
better than an even break, so after
due deliberation they followed the
dictates of reason and made a
for it. There is reason to bel:
that they struck several shrewd
blows before retiring.
We have it on very good authority that this seditious assault was
no mere emotional outbreak from
social minded thugs. One of these
hoodlums, when finally overpowered later by the Merchants, broke
down and confessed that they were
in the employ of a certain radical
element on the Rollins campus
which proposes, of all things: a social-room in Beanery!
Of course we should scoff and ignore these un-American socialists
(The "ists" is ours.), but although
they are but a minority now, they
are organized, well armed, utterly
ruthless as evidenced by this attack,

RAY GREENE

and are gaining numbers every
minute. When such a minority be-1
comes powerful enough to perpetrate such an anti-Heather Merchant outrage as has been recounted
'e, the time for scoffing has
passed and the time for action has
me. We must stop this socialom movement!
These, unreasoning zealots say
that as long as the Rollins Commons is to be altered this summer,
a small part of the student union
building money should be used
to build a social-room onto the main
building. This would be equipped
with card tables, radio-phonograph,
ping pong tables, magazines, perhaps even a pool table, and would
be a place for students to congregate before and after beanery, meet
their friends, and substitute for the
horseshoe in inclement weather.
Such talk is sheer heresy and
strikes at the very fundamentals
of the traditional Rollins cliquesocial system! If these people
want that sort of thing, why did
they come to Rollins? Why don't
they go to Russia or some unculturedplace where rubbing shoulders
with the rabble is publicly condoned ?
The immediate danger of this
social-room nonsense is apparent
when we realize what it would do
to the Rollins social system.
1. It would enable male and female students to mingle more freely instead of keeping them safely
in their separate dormitories. This
mingling of the sexes would of
course promote sin and iniquity of
the worst sorts.
2. It would enable students of
different fraternities to gather and
exchange ideas, which would
greatly weaken the sacred fraternal
bonds.
In short, the student should come
to college to learn, not to associate
with people. The two things are
quite separate and incompromisable. Learn or associate. You can't
do both. College should be the
place to learn and learn by reading,
and not by associating!
The fact that this insidious social-room plan can be put into effect so easily, by merely writing to

per — which we thought was very
inconsiderate of him.
After that we had an awful time
getting back to sleep again: we
were sort of nervous about that
bucket and the paper. Besides,
some guy was throwing rotten oranges at us and a fish, kept whizzing by our head, and altogether
we didn't enjoy our nap at all.
Well, after a while, Johnny Powell sang to us, which woke us up
and made us feel wonderful, that
IS until Dana got up and he and
some other guy started talking
again. That time we really went
to sleep and didn't wake up until
The Tars shown bending so willingly to their oars in the above picture are in for plenty of work these next the whole cast got so tired of the
few days. They met Manhattan College today, and they'll row in the Dad Vail Regatta Saturday. Ely, show that they ran out on it. We
were all ready to leave too, but
(cox) Hickok, Ray, Nixon, Clanton, Tolson, Hausman, Harmon, Grundler.
some tall, skinny fellow in a top
hat, cardboard shirt and unrestrained coat-tail came out and told
us to sit down because there was
something else coming.

Notorious Criminals, Gamblers Found Out;
"Requested" to Depart by High Ones
his duties as president of the Amazons in the future.
Because he did not show up at the
Election Ball the other Saturday
night. Jack Buckwalter, notorious
bookie of the Dramatic Dept., is to
be dropped from the records of the
College. His date, who was there,
had no idea where he could be
found. Rumor has it that he was
swilling beer with Father Divine
at his home in New York. Another
unconfirmed report: said that when
last seen John the Henry was stowing away on a weather-bureau balloon. The Associated Press stated
that Jack was known to be en route
to Ooooomsk, Norway, disguised as
a submarine and that he had nara few of the more important don- rowly missed being scuttled by an
ors of student union building mon- unexpected belch.
ey, makes it doubly dangerous. Join
W ilthe Heather Merchants in this
drive to crush the growing student
social- room madness. By Thor,
there shall be no social-room.

Dudley V. I. Darling, outstanding
leader of the Gestapo and head of
the gambling syndicate at Rollins,
has been notified or nis resig,nation
from school. Mr. Darling is being
held on thirteen charges by the local police and Gang Busters including: bigamy, using the mail
to defraud, accessory before, during
and after the fact, hitch-hiking and
crocheting. Also murder and kidnapping. When faced with these
charges and the evidence to substantiate them. Darling Dud hung
his head whereup the police promptly hung him. Needless to say, Mr.
Darling -will not be able to fulfill

hite, late of the K. K. G. and S
C. A. is no longer being carried
the roster of Rollins' hod
team. Miss Wilhite was caught using the illegal overlap grip on her
hod during the last contest instead
of the standard interlocking double-thumb heist. Rather than submit her school to disbarment from
participating in any coming events,
Jennie graciously withdrew (egged
on by a bottle of Russell and Russell hair rinse, a hat pin and 17c
cash) from participating in future
intersubway sports.
Gracia Tuttle, most hissed girl on
the campus, has also dropped all
her studies at Eollins. Anybody
stumbling over them is asked to
return them to Gracia at her home
208 Interlachen Ave., any time be-

By this time we were rather tired
of the whole futile business but
had gotten so toughened—in that
we decided to stick it out and see
what else had been cooked up for
our benefit. Pretty soon a lot of
boys, who looked like Lambda Chis
to us, came out on the stage and
ate all over it and then another
fellow, who was a K.A., came out
and gathered up all the dishes in
the tablecloth and carried them off,
which is the only way to wait on
Lambda Chis.
We were half way down the aisle
when we got caught this time and
told to come back; the tall, skinny
guy with the silly necktie said that
there was still more, which hurt
our esthetic sense terribly. This
time a person with a sailor hat instead of a Rat Hat played with
pipes and jugs and chemicals and

Florida's Lambda Chi ^
Chapters Meet Here j

\
Plans Laid for State-Wide ^
Conclave in March, 1941 ^

Representatives of Florida's four ll^
Lambda Chi Alpha chapters from ^
Miami University, the University
of Florida, Southern College and I
Rollins gathered here last Sunday '
for an informal conference to lay
plans for closer integration of the ^
chapters during the coming year. ^
Following the arrivjal of the ^
two representatives from each v
chapter Sunday morning, the group ^
was conducted on a campus tour ^
which was interspersed with ad- ^
miring remarks by the visitors, who ^^
expressed admiration for the beau- '
ty of the new buildings.
^"
A lengthy morning session in ,,
Dean Anderson's office was fol-^
lowed by an afternoon conference, °
during which plans were mapped*^,
for an all-state Lambda Chi Alpha'*"'
conclave to be held here during
next March, and problems common if ^
to all chapters were discussed, thenji"^
the meeting adjourned.
^

things and there was a lot of sraoke,.ais
which reminded us of the time wefcri
fiddled while Rome burned, so we^m
left. Most of the rest of the peo-^tiit
pie went too, because there wer6;.|)()
signs that said "No Smoking," anc^jjj
they were afraid the Dean wou^j^e
think that they had been breakingjijg
a rule or something. Anyway, w€^g
had to walk out in the dark he-^f,
cause the lazy so-and-so who was
supposed to turn the lights or^^^
had gone to sleep, or gone home,jj|g
or been overcome by the smoke o^^g
odor or something. We thought thii^ ^^
was a fitting climax to the whol^jj^.
dark, dank, and dismal dirge. ^

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Te^. 400
100 Park Ave.

You are alert young America
In order to uphold that weighty po
sition you must know the truth
about something new . . . NYLON
This fabric is a synthetic . . .
originally coal, water and air . . .
add considerable chemical juggling
. . . the result, a fine thread called
NYLON to be woven, among other
things, into stockings. Now you're
all ready to say, "Why get excited,
we've had synthetic fabrics right
along." True, but never before a
man-made yarn that is elastic.
Among other remarkable properties. Nylon stockings won't mildew,
are not affected by temperati
under 480° . . . are of no interest
whatsoever to moths and don't perceptibly show rain spots. Wash
them out and they will be dry in
half an hour and look as tho' you
have just taken them out of the
box . . . smooth and in shape . . .
the feet don't lose their color after
repeated washings either ! ! !
Maybe you've heard Nylons don't
run or snag , . . That's not true . . .
snag they will, under provocation,
but thanks to the tensile strength
of the yarn, elasticity and special
finishes, they are reluctant to snag;
less snags, less runs. As for general wear; they will wear a remarkable long time given the usual
you afford your regular silk stockings.
Not everyone is able to manufacture Nylon hose because there isn't
enough yarn to fill the orders. Now
don't furrow your brow . . . Archer
and Holeproof are among the few
manufacturers knitting these remarkable stockings. The hosiery
buyer told me there are so few of
these stockings each customer may
buy but one pair.
You've heard enough . . . show
them to you . . . Fine, that's just
-what we want you to say. These
l o s e will be modeled on May IB
and will be released for sale that
day. Be sure to watch the daily
papers for details of Nylon . . . it's
"Nifty Approved" for Nylon is new,
practical and flattering to your

j^-s-m.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Tlifttj

SPRING SUITS FOR THE GRADUATES!
Hand-cut and tailored to order to your Individual Style, $15
and up. — "Strictly hand-made" $50 and up

Smokers hy the millions are making Chesterfield
the Busiest Cigar^tt^e in America. . . . It takes the right
combination of the world's best tobaccos to give you
a cigarette that is deiiiitely MILDER, BETTER-TASTING
and COOLER-SMOKING^.. • • all at the same time, For real
smoking pleasure, buy Che$U:rJields every day.

Imported and Domestic Materials
Dickson-Ives

Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

Phone 7544
Copyiight iHo, ticcRT & Mnu Toucco Ccx
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